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ABSTRACT
In recent years, a large number of food photos are being posted
globally on SNS. To obtain many views or “likes”, attractive pho-
tos should be posted. However, some casual foods are served with
utensils on a plate or a bowl at restaurants, which spoils attrac-
tiveness of meal photos. Especially in Japan where ramen noodle
is the most popular casual food, ramen is usually served with a ra-
men spoon in a ramen bowl in a ramen noodle shop. This is a big
problem for SNS photographers, because a ramen spoon soaked in
a ramen bowl extremely degrades the appearance of ramen photos.
Then, in this paper, we propose an application called “ramen spoon
eraser” that erases a spoon from ramen photos with spoons using
a CNN-based Image-to-Image translation network. In this applica-
tion, it is possible to automatically erase ramen spoons from ramen
photos, which extremely improve the attractiveness of ramen pho-
tos. In the experiment, we train models in two ways as CNN-based
Image-to-Image translation networks with the dataset consisting
of ramen images with / without spoons collected from the Web.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, in social media such as Twitter and Instagram, a large
number of images are being posted, including many food images.
In the case of food images, utensils such as spoons and forks often
cover the food, so that the attractiveness of food images may de-
crease. Especially in ramen images, the spoon are often provided
on the soup of a ramen, it is hide ramen noodles and soup (Fig-
ure 1). And even if you try to remove a spoon for photography,
since spoons are often soaked in soup, it is hesitant to put the spoon
out of the plate feared that the table becomes dirty.

In the image recognition field, the CNN-based method achieves
a great improvement [3] in some major tasks, and high-accurate
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Figure 1: The left ramen image is partly hidden because
of the spoon. In comparison, the right ramen image looks
cleaner and more attractive since there is no spoon.

image recognition is enabled. In addition, high-quality image gen-
eration and transforming are possible with Generative Adversarial
Networks (GAN) [1]. For example, pix2pix [2] can perform high-
quality image conversion by learning a pair image.

In this paper, we propose an application to erase spoons from
given ramen images using CNN based Image-to-Image translation
network. In the network, we transform the ramen of the input im-
age to a spoon-erased ramen, so it is possible to obtain a more
attractive ramen image.

Major contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• We use the Image-to-Image translation network to erase the
spoon from the ramen image and generate a more attractive
ramen image.

• We compare Mean Squared Error (MSE) loss with pix2pix
for the problem.

2 PROPOSE METHOD
In this section, we present a description of our approaches. The ar-
chitecture of image translation with CNN can obtain image feature
map by inputting image into encoder. Then, decode the feature
map to generate an image. Ronneberger et al. propose U-Net [4]
which has the encoder-to-decoder structure shown in Figure 2 and
we use this architecture. In Section 2.1, we present the method we
use Mean Squared Error(MSE) loss as L2 loss function. In Section
2.2, we present the method we use L1 loss and adversarial loss.
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Figure 2: Architecture of U-Net [4] of the convolution-to-
deconvolution structure. In comparison [4], Batch Normal-
ization is introduced after convolutions and deconvolutions.

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of pix2pix [2]. In GAN training,
the generator is trained to fool the discriminator trying to
distinguish between fake generated and real samples.

2.1 Mean Squared Error (MSE) Loss
Based on [4], we use Batch Normalization after the convolutions
and the deconvolutions. In training phase, we useAdamwith learn-
ing rate of 10−4 and MSE loss.

2.2 Pix2pix
Isola et al. propose pix2pix [2] which is an extension of a condi-
tional GAN shown in Figure 3. In GAN [1], noise vector z sampled
from uniform distribution and normal distribution is input to the
generator, but [2] uses image x as input, random number z is not
sampled directly but is added by the dropout at multiple layers of
the generator.

In [2], they used Eq.1 as an adversarial loss and Eq.2 as a L1 nor-
malization term. Eq.3 shows the loss function of pix2pix, which is
minimized for training the generator and is maximized for training
the discriminator.

LcGAN (G,D) = Ex,y [logD(x ,y)] +
Ex,y [log (1 − D(x ,G(x , z)))] . (1)

LL1 (G) = Ex,y,z [∥y −G(x , z)∥1] . (2)
G∗ = argmin

G
max
D

LGAN (G,D) + λLL1 (G). (3)

We use the same architecture as in 2.1, adding the generator and
the discriminator to the loss function Eq.3.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implement MSE loss and pix2pix [2]. To erase spoons, we col-
lect the training and testing data as presented in Section 3.1. In
Section 3.2, we present the comparison between the MSE loss and
pix2pix.

Figure 4: Some results of different ramen images generated
by MSE loss and pix2pix.

3.1 Datasets
We crawl ramen images from the Web, and prepare 6000, 1000 im-
ages without / with spoon images. In addition, in order to create
a pair image of a ramen, an image with a spoon is pasted on the
collected an image without a spoon. We obtain spoon images by
cutting out spoons from the collected images with spoons. In this
way, we get paired ramen images and use them for training. In
testing, we use images with spoons.

3.2 Results
Qualitative results are presented in Figure 4.

The network trained byMSE loss in Figure 4 (b) can erase spoons,
though the results are blurred so that MSE loss cannot generate
completely natural pixels.

On the contrary, the network trained by pix2pix can generate
the natural spoon erased images as shown in Figure 4 (c). The ad-
versarial loss is useful to avoid this complex transforming.We con-
sider that the failure case in the Figure 4 (c) of the third line is
caused by lacking training data for the red spoons.

4 CONCLUSION
Wehave presented an application that transforms into non-spooned
ramen images with CNN. With this application, we make ramen
images more attractive. In the future, we hope to apply our models
to diverse utensils and transform to make it more attractive.
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